
KEYLESS PROTECTOR –an automatic switch of  Keyless / SmartKey /Kessy 
system remote 
 
User’s manual: 

1. Open the key casing and take the battery out. 
2. Carefully place the Keyless Protector clip on the battery matching + to – 

on the clip and battery. Do not touch with your fingers copper electrodes 
or battery poles. 

3. Insert the battery with clips in the proper place. 
4. If the battery with clip does not fit the casing it should be replaced by a 

thinner one (e.g. CR2032 change for CR2025). 
5. In case of necesity  stick little square sponge (included) on the clips next 

to electronical elements on + side so that the clip‘s electrode adjoins the 
battery on + side. 

6. Close the key casing carefully assuring yourself that the Keyless Protector 
clip will not be damaged while closing. Pay attention to wehether the 
clip’s electrodes are tightly sticked to the battery. Now, the key is 
protected, the buttons on the remote do not work. 

 
PROPER PLACE FOR THE KEY: Protected key should be placed in a pocket 
separately from other items like coins, fobs etc. If the key will be stored in a 
purse/handbag it should be placed in a separate pocket closest to an exterior 
side of a purse. It is important to avoid contact of the key with any other items. 
Please, keep in mind that the other spare key left at home i also endangered – 
protect him with another Keyless Protector. 
 
HOW TO SWITCH THE KEY ON? 
Get close to the car and stay still for 1 second. Sturdily clap the pocket (where 
you placed the key) twice with 1 second interval between the first and the 
second clap. The key is activated and after ca. 2 seconds it will comunicate with 
Keyless system allowing openning the car and starting the engine. If the time 
between claps is too short or too long, the key will not be activated and the car 
will stay locked. 
Please, do not clap the key repeatedly. Stay still again for a second and clap the 
pocket twice in one second interval. 
 
HOW TO SWITCH THE KEY OFF? 
Leave the car and shut the door. When you walk away about 20-25 steps the key 
will get protected. If you leave the key absolutely still it will also cause an 
automatic protection of the key after 2 minutes. 
That is why never leave the key inside the car! 
 
Attention! 
Warranty does not cover mechanical demage, therefore it is recommended to 
mantle and dismantle the Keyless Protector carefully or to commission this to 
Authorized Point of Sale and Assembly. Remember that there are various 
methods on car thefts and there is no 100% protection before break-in and 
robbery. 
 


